SUPPLY LIST

CHARCOAL
1 STICK JUMBO SIZE MEDIUM ROUND VINE CHARCOAL
Available at Asel Art Supply (Cedar Springs & other locations); substitute Medium Vine Charcoal Sticks
1 BOX SQUARE CHARCOAL PASTELS (BLACK)
Individual Sticks available at Asel Art Supply (Cedar Springs & other locations); GET AT LEAST 3)

PENCILS / PENS
1 HB DRAWING PENCIL
1 2B DRAWING PENCIL (REGULAR #2 PENCIL WITH ERASER ON THE END)
1 6B DRAWING PENCIL
1 MEDIUM OR MEDIUM LARGE SKETCH PEN

BRUSHES
1 CALLIGRAPHY BRUSH (ROUND BAMBOO BRUSH) MED. OR LG.

INK
1 BOTTLE BLACK OR BROWN WATERPROOF INK (INDIA INK, SUMI INK, WALNUT)

PAPER
1 18 X 24" ALL PURPOSE DRAWING PAD
The Canson 50-Sheet Drawing Pad with wire binder is preferable
1 9 X 12" ALL PURPOSE SKETCH PAD (OPTIONAL)
Additional paper will be supplied at cost by the instructor

ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
1 ROLL MASKING TAPE
1 LARGE KNEADED ERASER
1 MAGIC RUB ERASER (RECTANGULAR PLASTIC ERASER)
1 OR MORE RAGS (T-SHIRT, CLOTH NAPKIN, ETC.)
1 ART SUPPLY BOX (tool box, tackle box, etc., large enough to carry everything)
1 CAN SPRAY FIXATIVE (OR CAN OF HAIR SPRAY)
1 CHAMOIS CLOTH (LEATHER)
1 PLASTIC CONTAINER WITH LIDS (BUTTER, COTTAGE CHEESE, ETC)
4 BULLDOG CLAMPS (OR LARGE OFFICE SUPPLY CLAMPS)

Art Supply Stores
Asel Art Supply: 2701 Cedar Springs, Dallas, and other suburban locations
Michaels: various locations in the Dallas area
Online: Sketchbooks and most other supplies can be purchased from online/mail order companies at a reduced price.
http://www.jerrysartarama.com/
http://www.dickblick.com/
http://www.danielsmith.net/